Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) is an autosomal recessive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by radiosensitivity, genomic instability, and predisposition to cancer. A-T is caused by biallelic mutations in the ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) gene, but heterozygous carriers, though apparently healthy, are believed to be at increased risk for cancer and more sensitive to ionizing radiation than the general population. Despite progress in functional and sequencing-based assays, no straightforward, rapid, and inexpensive test is available for the identification of A-T homozygotes and heterozygotes, which is essential for diagnosis, genetic counseling, and carrier prediction. The oncosuppressor p53 prevents genomic instability and centrosomal amplification. During mitosis, p53 localizes at the centrosome in an ATM-dependent manner. We capitalized on the latter finding and established a simple, fast, minimally invasive, reliable, and inexpensive test to determine mutant ATM zygosity. The percentage of mitotic lymphoblasts or PBMCs bearing p53 centrosomal localization clearly discriminated among healthy donors (>75%), A-T heterozygotes (40%-56%), and A-T homozygotes (<30%). The test is specific for A-T, independent of the type of ATM mutations, and recognized tumor-associated ATM polymorphisms. In a preliminary study, our test confirmed that ATM is a breast cancer susceptibility gene. These data open the possibility of cost-effective, early diagnosis of A-T homozygotes and large-scale screenings for heterozygotes.
Introduction
Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) is a rare autosomal recessive multisystemic syndrome characterized by progressive cerebellar degeneration, telangiectasias, immunodeficiency, recurrent infections, insulin-resistant diabetes, premature aging, radiosensitivity, and high risk for malignancy, particularly leukemia and lymphoma in children and epithelial cancers in surviving adults (1, 2) . No effective disease-modifying therapy is presently available, though early supportive symptomatic medications and aggressive physical stimulation can minimize infections and delay neurological symptoms (3) .
In A-T, mutations in the ATM (ataxia-telangiectasia mutated) gene result in a lack or inactivation of the ATM protein, a ubiquitous serine/threonine kinase of 3056 amino acids mainly involved in the maintenance of genomic stability (4-7). The ATM gene contains 66 exons spanning approximately 160 Kb of genomic DNA (8) , and a large variety (>600) of mutations occurs across the fulllength transcript without hotspots. In addition, like other large genes, ATM possesses many polymorphisms that must be distinguished from mutations (9, 10) .
A-T is present throughout the world, with an incidence of 1 in 10,000 to 100,000 newborns (11) . However, because of the difficulties in diagnosis, particularly in those children who die at a young age, A-T might actually be more frequent than currently estimated. The theoretical frequency of A-T mutant allele heterozygosity (A-T carriers) has been calculated as 1.4%-2% of the general population, though slight variations can be encountered in different countries (2, 11, 12) . A-T heterozygotes are usually asymptomatic and largely considered healthy carriers, but compared with the general population, they have been reported to be more vulnerable to ionizing radiation (IR) and to have a higher risk of ischemic heart disease (2) and breast, stomach, and lung cancers (4) . Though definitive information on these susceptibilities is not yet available, regular surveillance of A-T carriers is considered part of A-T management in carrier families.
A-T diagnosis is based on the combination of clinical features with laboratory tests showing high levels of serum alpha-fetoprotein, cell sensitivity to IR, and reduced or absent levels of ATM protein. None of these tests, alone or in combination, is sufficiently sensitive and specific for early differential diagnosis, genetic counseling, and carrier prediction (3) . Because of the complex genomic organization of the ATM gene, its direct sequencing is not yet cost effective, particularly for large-scale surveys of A-T carriers. A further level of complexity is established by the fact that a majority of the ATM mutations in A-T patients are protein truncations or splice junction variants, while missense mutations in evolutionarily conserved residues are more common in breast cancer (BC) patients than in controls (13) . Functional assays that are able to distinguish between deleterious and neutral alterations in A-T carriers are thus necessary. In the past 3 decades, an intense effort has therefore been dedicated to developing rapid and reliable methods for identifying A-T homozygotes and heterozygotes. However, with the exception of gene sequencing, none of the assays presently available is unambiguously diagnostic without the support of clinical symptoms or can identify A-T carriers in the absence of a direct intratest comparison (14-21).
Results

p53 mitotic centrosomal localization determines mutant ATM zygosity.
Centrosomes duplicate at each cell cycle and are the major organizers of the bipolar mitotic spindle. A number of different proteins reside at the centrosome permanently, while some transiently localize to the centrosome during the cell cycle or in response to damage (27) . Since we previously demonstrated that p53 moves to centrosomes at each mitosis in an ATM-dependent manner (22) (23) (24) , we blindly measured the percentage of mitotic cells with p53 centrosomal localization (p53 mitotic centrosomal localization, or p53-MCL) in EBV-derived LCLs obtained from 4 A-T patients, 1 of their parents (the obligate A-T carriers), and from 4 wild-type ATM (wtATM) relatives (families 1-4). To this end, a double indirect immunofluorescence (IF) analysis was performed with anti-p53 and anti-γ-tubulin Abs (see Methods for details). We observed 3 completely different behaviors: wtATM In the process of studying the role of the tumor suppressor p53 in response to mitotic inhibitory drugs, we discovered that, in mitosis, p53 localizes at the centrosomes in an ATM-dependent manner and monitors mitotic spindle integrity ( Figure 1A ) (22) (23) (24) . These findings led us to propose that both the ATM and p53 proteins might contribute to the "centrosomal checkpoint," a network that integrates cell cycle arrest and repair signals (25, 26) . Although a clear mechanistic proof for this hypothesis remains to be established, we show here that p53 does not localize at the centrosomes in almost 100% of mitotic lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) or PBMCs derived from A-T patients. Surprisingly, we consistently observed that in A-T heterozygous carriers, p53 localizes at the centrosomes in approximately 50% of the mitotic cells. Based on these findings, we have developed a straightforward, rapid, and inexpensive test to unambiguously diagnose A-T homozygotes and heterozygotes. Werner syndrome, respectively) that can share some clinical symptoms and/or cellular characteristics with A-T (4, 21, 28, 29) . Thus, we evaluated whether p53-MCL can also be affected in these syndromes by analyzing LCLs from different patients. As shown in Figure 2 , the percentage of mitotic cells with p53-MCL was comparable to that of wtATM-carrying cells in all LCLs, supporting an ATM-specific role for the centrosomal localization of p53. This result is consistent with the DNA damage independence of ATM-mediated p53 localization at the centrosome during mitosis (23, 24) . To further assess the specificity of p53-MCL in A-T, we analyzed LCLs from 1 patient affected by radiosensitive Fanconi anemia group A; 1 patient with the Seckel syndrome variant caused by mutation of ATR, the ATM-and Rad3-related protein that phosphorylates p53 at the same Ser15 residue phosphorylated by ATM; 2 Li-Fraumeni syndrome patients carrying 2 different p53 mutations; and 3 patients with cylindromatosis, an unrelated syndrome caused by mutation in the CYLD oncosuppresor gene. Also, in these cases (Figure 2 ), the percentage of mitotic cells with p53-MCL was comparable to that of healthy donors. Thus, these results support high A-T specificity in p53-MCL evaluation, indicating that this specificity can be used as a test to identify A-T homozygotes and heterozygotes.
p53-MCL detection in PBMCs is a highly accurate assay. We then asked whether the p53-MCL assay could be performed on PBMCs. Freshly isolated PBMCs from 1 A-T patient, 1 A-T carrier, and 1 healthy donor were stimulated to proliferate by incubation with donors had p53-MCL in more than 75% of their mitotic LCLs; A-T patients had an opposite behavior, with less than 30% p53-MCL; and A-T carriers expressed an intermediate phenotype, with approximately 50% p53-MCL in their LCLs ( Figure 1 , B and C). Because of this initial clear-cut readout, we asked whether this p53 behavior could be used to determine mutant ATM zygosity. Thus, we blindly measured, in 3 different laboratories, p53-MCL in 30 LCLs obtained from 10 A-T homozygotes and 20 heterozygotes carrying different types of ATM mutations (e.g., deletions, insertions, and missense mutations) that result in different levels of ATM protein expression (e.g., from absence to an approximate physiological amount) ( Table 1) . Eleven LCLs from healthy donors with wtATM assessed by direct sequencing were analyzed for comparison. As shown in Figure 1D , the percentage of mitotic cells with p53-MCL, assessed by double indirect IF, can easily and significantly (P < 0.0001) discriminate among the 3 genotypes independently of the type of ATM mutations.
Inhibition of p53 centrosomal localization is A-T specific. ATM is a key sensor of the DNA double-strand breaks that critically contribute to the DNA damage response by activating p53 as well as a large series of regulators of cell-cycle checkpoints, DNA repair machinery, replication forks, and telomeres (4-7). Mutations in some of these tATM substrates, such as MRE11, NBS1, SMC1A, and WRN have been shown to cause different syndromes (i.e., A-T-like disorder, Nijmegen breakage syndrome, Cornelia de Lange syndrome, and Figure 3C ) and interday (CV = 1.4%) (Figure 3D ) assays. Finally, we verified the minimal amount of blood required to perform the test. As shown in Figure 3E , as little as 1 ml of whole blood was necessary, indicating that the assay can also be performed for diagnosis in young children. (13, 30, 31) . Thus, to begin challenging our PBMC test for p53-MCL on unknown targets, a group of 80 BC patients (Table 3) and 100 healthy donors were assessed for p53-MCL. All healthy donors showed a percentage of mitotic cells with p53-MCL in the range identified for the wtATM-carrying donors ( Figure 4A ). In contrast, 7 of 80 BC patients showed a p53-MCL comparable to that of LCLs from the A-T heterozygotes ( Figure 4A ). This result is in agreement with the expected cancer increase in A-T carriers compared with the general population (8.75% vs. 1.69%-3.43%; i.e., the theoretical frequency of A-T carriers in the Italian population; Italian A-T Registry). Of interest -though at this point the numbers are too low for statistical evaluation -6 of 7 patients had an early-onset tumor appearance (37-42 years of age), and their BCs were hormone receptor-positive and HER2-negative. phytohemagglutinin (PHA). Since p53 moves to the centrosome in a microtubule-dependent manner (22), we could not rely on the use of colchicine or other inhibitors of microtubule polymerization. Thus, the percentage of p53-MCL was assayed at different time points after PHA stimulation (Table 2 ). No significant difference was observed in the donors at the different times. However, the 60-hour PHA-stimulation time point showed the largest quantity of mitotic cells in the 3 samples, hence, all subsequent experiments were performed using 60-hour PHA stimulation. When double indirect p53 and anti-γ-tubulin IF was performed, no difference in the percentage of cells with p53-MCL was observed between LCLs and PBMCs derived from 1 A-T patient and 1 healthy donor ( Figure 3A) , or in PBMCs derived from 9 A-T carriers and analyzed as fresh cell populations, or after frozen in DMSO and then thawed ( Figure 3B ). These findings indicate that p53-MCL is not modified by EBV-mediated immortalization or cell manipulation. Of relevance, these 2 characteristics allow for testing on stored PBMCs, obviating the need for laborious and time-consuming stabilization of LCLs. In addition, we found that the assay could be efficiently performed by using PBMCs isolated from 2-day-old samples of whole blood maintained at room temperature and containing heparin, EGTA, or lithium chloride as anticoagulants (data not shown).
p53-MCL assessed in PBMCs identifies BC-associated ATM variants. ATM is considered an intermediate-risk BC susceptibility gene
Next, we evaluated the test's precision by assessing its intraday and interday variability. In the first case, PBMCs were isolated on day 0 from a healthy donor, stimulated with PHA for 60 hours, and used to make 8 different coverslip preparations that Figure 2 p53-MCL in LCLs derived from patients with different syndromes. LCLs derived from patients affected by syndromes other than A-T showed a percentage of p53-MCL comparable to that of wtATM-carrying donors. White columns indicate the data shown in Figure 1D ; gray columns indicate the percentage of p53-MCL for each LCL analyzed by 2 different operators who examined 100 metaphases per sample in quadruplicate. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. ***P < 0.0001; two-tailed Student's t test. NS, not significant; ATLD, A-T-like disorder; NBS, Nijmegen breakage syndrome; CdLS, Cornelia de Lange syndrome; WS, Werner syndrome; FA, Fanconi anemia group A; ATR, Seckel syndrome; LFS, Li-Fraumeni syndrome; CYLD, cylindromatosis. results obtained by analyzing all the wtATM-carrying donors and ATM mutation carriers were stable enough within each genotype to allow for significant discrimination, without the need for reference samples. In addition, none of the LCLs derived from patients with genetic diseases causing ataxia (i.e., A-T-like disorder), or showing radiosensitivity (i.e., Nijmegen breakage syndrome, Werner syndrome, or Fanconi anemia group A) have reduced p53-MCL. Similar data were also obtained by analyzing ATR-defective and p53-mutated LCLs (Seckel syndrome and Li-Fraumeni syndrome) or other disorders (Cornelia de Lange syndrome and cylindromatosis). Although the definitive validation of this assay requires larger numbers, our data indicate that the p53-MCL test has a sensitivity and specificity not attained by other existing A-T functional assays. From clinical and epidemiological points of view, screening for mutations by full gene sequencing is still too expensive and difficult in most countries (34) . Thus, young children developing ataxia experience a long diagnostic process before their PBMCs are immortalized or their ATM gene is sequenced. The issue is even more challenging for the identification of heterozygous We sequenced the ATM gene in 3 BC patients (the only available ones, see Methods for details) and in 10 patients who scored as wtATM-carrying donors based on their p53-MCL test. In the latter cases, direct sequencing confirmed the wild-type status of the ATM gene. In contrast, the 3 cases identified as A-T heterozygous based on their p53-MCL test showed monoallelic ATM mutations (Figure 4B ): 1 had the intronic c.8786+8A>C variant, while the other 2 had the c.2572T>C (p.F858L) missense mutation. Of relevance, these ATM modifications were not described in A-T patients, but have been linked to cancer predisposition, indicating that the p53-MCL test can functionally recognize at least some of the ATM cancer predisposition variants (32, 33) .
Discussion
We provide here a preliminary setup and validation of a new functional assay for evaluating mutations in the human ATM gene by measuring the percentage of mitotic cells with p53 localization at the centrosome. At variance with existing tests, p53-MCL unambiguously distinguishes between A-T homozygotes and heterozygotes in a very highly sensitive and specific manner. Indeed, the To verify the minimal amount of blood required to perform the test, we collected 15 ml of blood from a single healthy donor and made 5 aliquots with different amounts of blood (from 1 to 5 ml). The test performed on PBMCs purified from the 5 different samples showed no significant differences, demonstrating that the assay can be performed with as little as 1 ml of whole blood. A 2-tailed Student's t test was performed. All samples were analyzed by examining 100 metaphases per sample in quadruplicate. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. NS, not significant.
carriers' cells behave like wild-type cells and the other half like A-T cells. We found no differences in gender, type of ATM mutations, amounts of residual ATM protein, or p53 polymorphisms at codon 72. Limiting dilution cloning of heterozygous LCLs yielded only clones with a percentage of mitotic cells with p53-MCL, comparable to that of healthy donors. This indicates that the 50% distribution is not linked to each cell division, and that among the A-T heterozygous cells, those able to localize p53 at their centrosomes have a cloning advantage (data not shown). It will be interesting to compare the single-cell clones with the parental-cell populations in order to understand the molecular cause of the peculiar distribution found in A-T carriers.
We took advantage of these observations and set up a p53-MCL assay on PBMCs. We found that as little as 1 ml of whole blood is sufficient to calculate the percentage of mitotic cells with p53-MCL with a high degree of precision. In addition, when we applied our test to search for unknown A-T carriers among BC patients, in whom A-T-carrier frequency should be 2-to 4-fold higher than in the general population, we identified 7 putative A-T heterozygotes (i.e., the expected increment) and 2 cancer-predisposition ATM variants. The role of monoallelic ATM mutations in BC susceptibility has been a subject of debate. Some studies have indicated that ATM mutations causing A-T in biallelic carriers (i.e., protein truncations or splice junction variants) confer a risk for BC, others have reported little evidence of an associated risk, and still other studies have shown that a subset of rare, evolutionarily unlikely missense substitutions are important (13, (30) (31) (32) (33) . These studies indicate that useful screenings for ATM mutations linked to BC susceptibility require full gene sequencing to identify the different classes of ATM variants and to further discriminate between deleterious missense mutations and neutral ATM polymorphisms. Of interest, our initial evaluation of 80 BC patients showed that p53-MCL can functionally recognize at least some of the ATM cancer predisposition variants. Future studies will show whether and to what extent p53-MCL can discriminate between ATM-neutral polymorphisms and deleterious missense mutations.
In conclusion, we have established a simple, fast, minimally invasive, reliable, and inexpensive test to determine mutant ATM zygosity, opening the possibility of performing large-scale screening in the general population for different clinical aspects, such as early diagnosis, genetic counseling, cancer predisposition, susceptibility to IR, and selection for specific targeted therapies.
Methods
Cells and culture conditions. EBV-immortalized LCLs and freshly isolated PBMCs were cultured in RPMI-1640 GlutaMAX supplemented with 15% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (all from Invitrogen). PBMCs were isolated from donors' heparinized blood samples by Lympholyte-H (Cedarlane) density gradient centrifugation. Briefly, blood was layered over an equal volume of Lympholyte-H (Cedarlane) and centrifuged at 800g for 20 minutes at room temperature. The PBMC layer was removed and washed twice at 200g for 10 minutes in RPMI-1640 GlutaMAX (Invitrogen). GlutaMAX (Invitrogen) PBMCs were seeded at a concentration of 1 × 10 6 /ml in T12.5-cm 2 tissue culture BD Falcon flasks (BD Biosciences) and incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. PBMCs were stimulated to proliferate by incubation with 5 μg/ml PHA (Sigma-Aldrich) for 60 hours.
IF assay. Proliferating cells (i.e., LCLs or PHA-stimulated PBMCs) were washed, spread onto glass coverslips by centrifugation, and fixed carriers. Since the discovery of IR hypersensitivity in A-T cells in vitro in 1975 (35) , and the development of the colony survival assay (15, 16) , which remains one of the most important laboratory tests for A-T diagnosis, several assays have been developed in an attempt to improve A-T identification. Unfortunately, none of these tests, with the exception of ATM sequencing, has yet obtained unambiguous results. In our opinion, this is due to two inherent reasons. The first is linked to ATM's role in the DNA damage response, the best-characterized ATM function, on which most A-T tests are based. ATM works within a network of several sensor and effector proteins whose mutations can cause cell phenotypes to partially overlap those of the A-T cells, thereby reducing the test's specificity. The second reason is linked to the quantitative differences induced by the diverse amounts of wildtype protein present in A-T carriers compared with that found in wild-type homozygotes and A-T homozygotes. Because of the huge number of mutations and the complexity of the pathways analyzed in the different assays, these quantitative differences consist of a continuum of partially overlapping readouts that are unable to yield unambiguous results (13, (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . These problems have a limited impact on the identification of A-T homozygotes, but constitute a formidable obstacle to carrier prediction. To our surprise, at variance with these assays, the p53-MCL assay does not measure a continuous quantitative variation (e.g., radiosensitivity), but rather a "binary" outcome. At the single-cell level, p53 does or does not localize at the centrosome, and we did not find any detectable quantitative difference, such as lower p53 quantities, at the centrosome. At the cell-population level, the number of cells showing one or the other phenotype allowed us to clearly discriminate the genotype.
From a biological point of view, it is possible that more precise and quantitative assays than double indirect IF will allow us to discover more subtle differences in the amount of p53 at the centrosomes. However, in anaphase and telophase, the last steps of mitosis, p53 was at the centrosome in all of the cells we analyzed, independently of the genotype (data not shown). This suggests the existence of compensatory mechanisms for the final phase of cell division and supports the concept that p53-MCL is an ATM-dependent qualitative characteristic.
We serendipitously discovered this ATM-dependent behavior of p53, though we still do not understand why half of the A-T Gold (Applied Biosystems), as described (36) , and subjected to direct sequencing at the Genechron Laboratory (Rome, Italy). Of the 7 BC patients scored as positive for A-T heterozygosity by the p53-MCL test, only 3 samples were sequenced because 2 patients died before we had time to collect DNA samples and the other 2 no longer allowed us to obtain blood samples. ATM gene sequencing in the LCLs was performed as described (36) . ATM protein levels by Western blotting. Levels of ATM protein expression were determined by Western blotting using specific Abs and β-actin (A2066; Sigma-Aldrich) for normalization. The cells were washed with PBS buffer plus 0.1 mM Na3VO4, pelleted and lysed in Laemmli buffer (0.125 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 5% SDS). Total cell extracts were size fractionated using the NuPAGE Novex system (Invitrogen).
Statistics. We determined statistical significance of differences between 2 groups by 2-tailed Student's t test. P values less than 0.01 were considered significant.
Study approval. Collection and analyses of PBMCs from healthy donors, A-T carriers, and A-T patients were approved by the Ethical Committee of S. Andrea Hospital Sapienza Rome University. Those from BC patients were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Regina Elena National Cancer Institute. Donors provided written informed consent. in 3.7% formaldehyde for 10 minutes at room temperature. Next, cells were permeabilized by a first incubation in 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS (Lonza) for 5 minutes at room temperature, and a second incubation in 100% methanol for 10 minutes at -20°C. Fixed and permeabilized cells were preincubated in 0.25% Triton X-100 (Lonza) with 3% BSA in PBS for 30 minutes at 37°C in a humidified chamber, and then incubated for 2 hours with anti-p53 and anti-γ-tubulin Abs. Mouse monoclonal anti-p53 clone DO-7 (M 7001; Dako) and rabbit anti-γ-tubulin (T3559; Sigma-Aldrich) were used. Ab specificity for the identification of protein centrosomal localization was previously described (22) (23) (24) . Ab dilutions in PBS with 1% BSA were empirically established; usually, the anti-p53 Ab was diluted at 1:300 and the anti-γ-tubulin at 1:2,000. After 3 washes in 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS, cells were incubated with rhodamine-conjugated anti-rabbit and FITC-conjugated antimouse Abs (Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 30 minutes at 37°C. After 3 washes, cells were counterstained with 0.2 μg/ml DAPI for 5 minutes at room temperature to visualize DNA, and then mounted on glass slides in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). Cells were examined under an Olympus BX53 microscope equipped with epifluorescence and photographs were taken (×100 objective) using a cooled camera device (ProgRes MF). Percentages of p53-MCL were measured by counting 100 cells in metaphase and analyzing 2 coverslips for each sample. To assess the variability among operators, percentages of p53-MCL were blindly measured on the same preparations by at least 2 operators in 2 different laboratories. Confocal analysis was performed with a Zeiss ApoTome System. ATM gene sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted from PBMCs by Quick-gDNA MiniPrep (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sixty-two ATM exons were amplified using AmpliTaq 
